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this week! We are going to see the remarkable Nike Air Max Day!! 

Air Max 1, as the ace of the Air Max series, what's new? 

in the new Air Max 1 on the outline of the choice of low-key luxury Black Suede composition, and further create a high-end texture,
which is one of the history of the most high-end Air Max 1. 

NIKE AIR MAX 1 ROYAL

color: Black / White / flesh color 

number: 847671-001

release date: March 26th 

2011 is New Balance's boom year brand in the quarter Catalog and Lookbook relatively uniformly, the guest supreme shoes expert,
also coincides with the outdoor topic, so that some Classic Retro (retro running shoes are outside) style stir fried dishes, such as
M991, M993, MR2002, and by wild mountain etc. Outdoor together with the appearance of the H710. Japanese Sneaker Mita and
New Balance have tide shop deep friendship, the classic MT580 is a joint series for many years "the years of friendship" the best
witness, but again in cooperation recently both, will for the first time in the popular climbing H series as the design object, launched a
H574 version of the cooperation. As the name suggests is the variation of M574 models, equipped with ENCAP shock and rubber
outsole keeps a certain function, but the most surprising thing is the use of purple blue and pink color color, very attention at the same
time, also has difficulty immediately double, is another problem in your Outdoor Dress Code test! Download (110.46 KB)
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